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Abstract: For over 40 years industry has been able to deliver performance simply by focusing on the challenges of what has been known as classical scaling, but with non-classical scaling fast approaching advanced development and manufacturing, it has become apparent that one must take a broader view of delivering productivity and performance gains at systems level. While progress in both, Front End of the Line (FEOL) and Back End of the Line (BEOL) will continue to make strides through the innovative use of stress engineering, novel materials such as high k dielectrics and metal gates in the FEOL and low k dielectrics and high conductivity interconnects in the BEOL, there is much more to be gained by addressing the issues of memory integration. The scaling of memory poses a very significant challenge as it is quickly becoming a dominant part of the chip real estate and easily exceeds 70% of the chip area and contributes immensely to processor performance. We will examine the tradeoffs and technological and design advances that have made possible the use of embedded DRAMs to replace large blocks of SRAM memory and are being used extensively in high performance computing. As we continue to push technology to its limits, we are discovering new and innovative solutions to systems performance improvements via 3D integration. This presentation will also discuss some of the integration challenges going from 32nm to 22 nm and beyond.
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